Doing Good+ from Home

The challenges of this crisis are affecting us all. Good+Foundation has had to suspend its volunteer program and its individual donations, which are essential components to our ability to support families in need.

Our Doing Good+ from Home initiative is one way we hope to fill the increased need for baby items and give our volunteers an opportunity to continue to make a difference!

Our team has found fun and easy projects you can do from home. These projects are perfect for a family activity, virtual party or as a solo endeavor.

Thank you for participating in our Doing Good+ from Home project. We are excited to share your gift with our families. Below are the steps you should take to successfully complete your project:

- **Register** your project with Good+Foundation
- All items must be brand new—(recommended links for purchase below)
- Please keep hands and work surfaces clean
- Once complete, place item in a sealable bag or in a safe place until we can receive your items.
- Personalize your gift by adding a gift note, please keep notes positive and gender neutral.
- Ship or drop off your gift to our warehouse*

* A Good+ team member will reach out when we reopen and will share instructions on receiving your donation.
PROJECT: Pacifier Clip

Supplies:

- Ribbon, String or Fabric Strips
- Pacifier Clips
- Pacifier
- Scissors

Note: Shipping and delivery times have been impacted, and it may take longer for your order to arrive.

Step by Step Instructions

1. With your first strand, make a loop by folding it in half and secure it in place.
2. Take your second strand, and lay it behind the loop of your first string.
3. Make your 2-strand braid. To do this, take the two outside strands and cross them over each other. Repeat with the new outside strand and repeat until your braid is finished.
4. Once your braid is complete, loop the ends of your string into the pacifier clip opening.
5. Once your strands are through, take the longest strand you have and wrap it around the other end pieces to create a knot.
6. Take the loop (step 1) and slide it through the pacifier. Pull the braid and pacifier clip through the loop and pull.

Additional material can be found here for help with instruction.

Your pacifier clip is now complete!